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Abstract
Motivation: Unraveling the molecular mechanisms that underlie disease calls for methods that go
beyond the identification of single causal genes to inferring larger protein assemblies that take part
in the disease process.
Results: Here, we develop an exact, integer-programming-based method for associating protein
complexes with disease. Our approach scores proteins based on their proximity in a protein–
protein interaction network to a prior set that is known to be relevant for the studied disease. These
scores are combined with interaction information to infer densely interacting protein complexes
that are potentially disease-associated. We show that our method outperforms previous ones and
leads to predictions that are well supported by current experimental data and literature knowledge.
Availability and Implementation: The datasets we used, the executables and the results are available at www.cs.tau.ac.il/roded/disease_complexes.zip
Contact: roded@post.tau.ac.il

1 Introduction
The association of genes with disease is a fundamental problem with
important medical applications. Gene prioritization techniques are
based on different types of data ranging from sequence and homology information to function and molecular interactions (see
Bromberg, 2013 for a review). State-of-the-art methods for prioritization employ protein–protein interaction (PPI) information, based
on the empirical finding that genes that cause similar diseases tend
to lie close to one another in the PPI network. Many methods have
been developed following this reasoning. Lage et al. (2007) score a
candidate gene in a linkage interval according to the clinical overlap
between the phenotypes associated with its interactors and the disease in question. Köhler et al. (2008) perform a random walk on the
PPI network, starting at the known disease genes, and rank candidate genes by the steady state probabilities induced by the walk.
Vanunu et al. (2010) apply a propagation algorithm that starts at
causal genes, weighted by the phenotypic similarity of the disease
they cause and a query disease, and compute a strength-ofassociation function that is smooth over the network. Magger et al.
(2012) focused on the tissue where a given disease is manifested and
executed the same propagation algorithm over a tissue-specific network that was inferred by gene expression data.
Another approach for performing gene prioritization is via inference from existing functional annotations. For example, Schlicker
C The Author 2016. Published by Oxford University Press.
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et al. (2010) rank candidate genes by the semantic similarity of their
GO annotations (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000) to the GO
terms associated with the known disease genes. This approach, however, relies on the availability of gene annotations and thus could
miss related genes with yet unknown function. A related line of
works relies on the description and comparison of phenotypes using
ontologies (Robinson et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2005). In particular,
Hoehndorf et al. (2011) computed all the pairwise similarities between phenotypes in several organisms as well as phenotypes associated with human diseases. A model organism phenotype that
exhibits high similarity to a human phenotype may suggest the
corresponding genotype as a candidate for the human disease.
Robinson et al. (2014) integrated this approach with exome sequence analysis by considering both the phenotypic relevance of a
gene as well as evidence from its sequence reflecting the rarity and
pathogenicity of the gene’s variants.
Despite the availability of numerous methods for exposing the
genomic basis underlying human diseases, most of these methods
are limited to the discovery of individual genes. Many studies, however, link diseases to dysfunctions of assemblies of proteins working
in concert. A well-known example is the Leigh syndrome, an inherited neurometabolic disorder caused by deficiencies in mitochondrial complexes (Amberger et al., 2009) (MIM no. #256000).
Cancer related complexes were reported by Kadoch et al. (2013)
and Santidrian et al. (2013). Therefore, a more systematic
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Fig. 1. The protein complex detection framework. (a) Disease causing proteins and PPI data are retrieved from the literature. (b) Network propagation is executed
starting at the causal proteins of a certain disease, yielding a ranked list of proteins which is then filtered using an empirical-based P-value. (c) Likelihood scores
are assigned to all network PPIs, designed to prefer interactions that are more likely to appear in a protein complex model compared to a random model. The input for the detection phase is the weighted subnetwork induced by the proteins that passed the filtering. (d) High scoring clusters are detected using an integer
linear programming algorithm

understanding of certain disorders could be achieved by looking directly for related protein complexes rather than focusing on single
proteins (Zhao et al., 2013). Several papers have approached this
problem from a computational view. Vanunu et al. (2010) apply
their propagation algorithm to mark potential disease related proteins, and then look for high scoring protein complexes, measured in
terms of the specificity of their interactions with respect to a random
model. The HotNet2 algorithm of Leiserson et al. (2015) considers
mutated genes across cancer patients, looking for significantly
mutated subnetworks. To this end, from each such gene HotNet2
diffuses heat over the PPI network, yielding a diffusion matrix or a
weighted digraph. The strongly connected components of this digraph are the inferred ‘hot’ subnetworks. Finally, the MAXCOM
method of Chen et al. (2014) scores candidate complexes from
CORUM (Ruepp et al., 2010) by computing the maximum flow
from a query disease to a target complex in an integrated network
combining disease-disease similarities, disease-gene associations and
PPIs.
In this paper we address the problem of protein complex detection by devising a framework that integrates network propagation
with a novel integer program algorithm designed to discover dense
clusters with highly specific interactions. The outline of the framework is depicted in Figure 1. We test our framework by computing
protein clusters for tens of diseases and compare our predictions to
those of two leading tools for subnetwork detection, PRINCE
(Vanunu et al., 2010) and HotNet2 (Leiserson et al., 2015). We
show that the clusters produced by our method are both denser and
more biologically relevant. We also present expert analyses for two
diseases—epilepsy syndrome and intellectual disability, demonstrating the ability of our algorithm to find relevant disease clusters as
well as to predict novel disease protein associations.

2 Materials and methods
The computational framework we have devised works in two conceptual phases: (i) identification of network regions that are potentially associated with the disease under study; and (ii) inference of
densely interacting protein clusters within those regions. We describe these phases in detail in the sequel.

2.1 Constructing a disease-relevant subnetwork
As we look for complexes that are related to a certain disease, we
wish to focus on network regions surrounding proteins that are

Fig. 2. Score distribution of the propagation function. This figure shows the
top 1000 propagation scores for different prior sizes (100, 25, 10, from left to
right), excluding prior nodes. Each subplot shows results from 10 random
executions. Clearly, the smaller the prior size, the faster the function converges to 0

already known to be associated with the disease. To find such regions, we follow the approach of Vanunu et al. (2010) and apply a
network propagation algorithm that starts at the known diseasecausing (prior) proteins, and ranks all other network proteins by
computing their propagation scores. Formally, given a network
G ¼ ðV; EÞ, a normalized weight function w : E ! R and a prior
knowledge function Y : V ! R, we seek a function F : V ! R that
both respects the prior knowledge and is smooth over the network.
Denoting the set of neighbours of v by N(v), F is expressed as
follows:


FðvÞ ¼ a Ru2NðvÞ FðuÞwðu; vÞ þ ð1  aÞYðvÞ
The function F can be computed accurately using simple linear
algebra, but can be more efficiently approximated using an iterative
procedure.
To select the most relevant proteins from the ranked list, we first
note that for different prior sizes, the propagation function assigns
scores of different magnitudes: the smaller the prior size, the faster
the scores drop to 0. For example, on random priors of sizes 10, 25
and 100, the 200th largest score has a mean of 0.002, 0.006 and
0.018, respectively (with standard deviations around 0.001), over
10 executions (with respect to the PPI network presented below).
This is illustrated in Figure 2. Therefore, we sought to devise a normalization method that resolves this bias.
Given a prior set of genes and the corresponding propagation
distribution, we executed the propagation algorithm 1000 times
over random sets of the same size. For each gene, we ranked its real
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score with respect to its scores on the random data (excluding the
random instances where that gene was selected for the prior). This
provides a P-value for every gene, allowing us to focus on the significant ones (a threshold of 0.01 is used in the sequel).

2.2 Detection of protein complexes
Given an initial network G and a disease-related subnetwork
H ¼ ðV; EÞ, we wish to find highly interacting protein sets within H.
To this end, we follow the scheme of Vanunu et al. (2010) and define the score of a protein set C as the log likelihood ratio between a
protein complex model, in which every two proteins in a complex
interact with some high probability b (set to 0.9, results are robust
in the range 0.8–0.95), and a random model which assumes that
interactions in the input network occur at random with a probability
proportional to the proteins’ degrees. Denote by dv the degree of
node v in G, and by t the number of edges in G. As the (approximate) probability of an interaction (i, j) to appear in a random
degree-preserving network is pij ¼ di dj =2t, the likelihood score for


an interaction (i, j) which participates in C is L1i;j ¼ log b=pij .
Similarly, the likelihood score for a non-interaction between pro

teins i, j in C would be L0i;j ¼ log ð1  bÞ=ð1  pij Þ . Denote by V½C
and E½C the sets of nodes and edges of C, respectively. The likelihood score of C is computed as:
X
X
LðCÞ ¼
L1i;j þ
L0i;j
ði;jÞ2E½C

i;j2V½C ; ði;jÞ62E

To detect high scoring protein sets, we formulate an integer linear program (ILP) that makes use of two sets of variables. First, for
each node i 2 V, a binary variable vi will indicate whether i is part
of the formed cluster. Second, we could now define for every i; j 2 V
a binary variable eij that indicates whether i and j are both in the
formed cluster. The objective function would then be:
X
X
max
L1i;j eij þ
L0i;j eij
ði;jÞ2E

ði;jÞ2VVnE

However, as the number of such variables is quadratic in jVj, this
would be a burden on the ILP performance. We therefore define eij
variables only for edges rather than all node pairs, and estimate the
penalty on missing edges as a constant L0ij ¼ c ¼ 2:3, as we found
L0 to be well approximated by it (in a network of 150 000 edges,
when the geometric mean of di, dj varies between 2 and 100, L0ij
ranges between 2.3 and 2.26).
The following integer program finds a highest scoring cluster:
!
!
X
R
max
L1i;j eij þ c
T
2
ði;jÞ2E

equals 1 if and only if both its endpoints were selected for the cluster. Constraint 4 requires that every cluster node be connected to at
least half of the other cluster members, ensuring that the cluster’s
diameter is at most two.
The above program is quadratic as it contains the term R2 in the
objective function. To linearize it, we exploit the fact that the size of
a real complex is typically no more than 20 (Vanunu et al., 2010).
Thus, we can define a small set of if-then statements that determine
R2. Assuming the cluster size R is in the range ½m; M, the following
constraints are added:
Rcþ1
R
 gc 
cM
c

8c 2 ½m; M

(5)

R þ c þ 1
MþcR
 sc 
c
M

8c 2 ½m; M

(6)

sc þ gc  1  ac  sc ; gc

8c 2 ½m; M

(7)

sq ¼

X

c2 ac

(8)

mcM

Constraints 5 and 6 set the auxiliary binary variables gc and sc to
1 if and only if R  c, or R  c, respectively. Constraint 7 combines
gc and sc to define ac ¼ 1 if R ¼ c, or otherwise ac ¼ 0. Finally, as R
must be equal to exactly one c in the range ½m; M, the sum in 8
 
R
in the objective function
equals R2. Consequently, the term
2
can be replaced by the linear term 12 ðsq  RÞ.
It is worth noting that the above ILP is significantly faster than a
naı̈ve linearization approach that runs the basic quadratic program
iteratively with R fixed in each iteration.

2.3 Implementation details and parameter selection
Following Vanunu et al. (2010), in the propagation phase we assigned similar weight (a ¼ 0:5) to the contribution of the prior data
on disease genes versus the network topology and its confidence
scores. The genes with the most significant propagation scores were
chosen using a strict P-value cutoff of 0.01. The input network for
the clustering phase was the PPI subnetwork induced by those genes.
In the cluster detection phase, we used the likelihood scores
described in Section 2.2, and excluded hubs with degree above 500.
We instructed the ILP algorithm to find the top scoring cluster with
size between 4 and 20, then removed its nodes from the network
and iterated. We repeated this process 10 times or until no cluster
could be found (typically due to the strict connectivity constraint 4
in the ILP).

3 Results

s.t.:
R¼

X

vi

(1)

i2V

T¼

X

eij

(2)

ði;jÞ2E

vi þ vj  1  eij  vi ; vj
X
j2NðiÞ

eij 

R1
 ð1  vi Þ  jVj
2

8ði; jÞ 2 E

(3)

8i 2 V

(4)

The equalities 1 and 2 set R and T as the number of nodes and
edges in the cluster, respectively. Constraint 3 stipulates that eij

3.1 Gene–disease association retrieval
We collected high-quality disease–protein associations from several
databases: OMIM (Amberger et al., 2009), OrphaData (Orphanet,
www.orphadata.org) and DISEASES (Pletscher-Frankild et al.,
2014). From the latter source we used only the ‘knowledge channel’
which contains manually curated associations from the Genetics
Home Reference (Mitchell et al., 2006) and the UniProt
Knowledgebase (The UniProt Consortium, 2014).
The unification of the data from the three databases required
careful handling of several aspects. First, a common dictionary was
required for disease identification. Second, different databases describe diseases in different resolutions. For example, the ALS disease
has 20 subtypes in OMIM, each of which is associated with one or
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two genes; in the other two databases this disease is represented
using only one to three subtypes. To handle the different standards,
we categorized the diseases using the Disease Ontology (DO)
(Schriml et al., 2012), which provides a hierarchical structure of diseases and groups of diseases. For each gene–disease association from
one of the databases, we propagated it upstream through the ontology hierarchy. The linkage between DO terms and OMIM diseases
was performed using an available mapping in the DO database; the
integration with OrphaData was name based; the DISEASES database was already standardized with DO identifiers. Using these mappings, we extracted 2753 disease-gene associations from OMIM,
923 associations from OrphaData and 3887 associations from
DISEASES, which in total span 1099 net disease terms, or 1546
terms after accounting for the ontology hierarchy. We removed
terms with less than 10 genes or terms that are not directly associated to a gene in any of the databases and are located more than one
level above some leaf node. To avoid redundancy, for each path
from the root to some leaf we retained at most one term (the most
specific). The final list contained 115 diseases.

3.2 Performance evaluation
We executed our algorithm on each of the tested diseases, providing
it as input the disease’s prior genes (Section 3.1). Our input PPI network was retrieved from the HIPPIE database (Schaefer et al.,
2012), filtered for its 148 441 medium or high confidence interactions, over 14 388 nodes. We compared the algorithm’s performance to two state-of-the-art methods for predicting disease
associated protein subnetworks, PRINCE (Vanunu et al., 2010) and
HotNet2 (Leiserson et al., 2015). In the PRINCE implementation,
we used their suggested propagation score threshold of 0.015 to determine the set of genes to cluster. As HotNet2 is limited to returning subnetworks over its input genes only, we defined the input heat
of a gene as a large constant c if it is a prior gene, and 1 otherwise;
we tested two values for c, 10 and 1000, and obtained similar results, henceforth we report the results achieved with c ¼ 10. A subnetwork produced by HotNet2 was considered significant if the
empirical P-value reported for its size or any smaller size was less
than 0.05.
Our ILP algorithm predicted 638 clusters, spanning all the 114
diseases that had at least one prior gene in the PPI network (the actual minimum prior size was 6). The PRINCE algorithm returned
402 clusters. Expectedly, the number of clusters that PRINCE generated per disease strongly depended on its prior set size
(P < 6  107 , Pearson correlation), while the correlation was
much weaker for our algorithm (P < 0.03). This gap can be explained by the flexibility of our propagation P-value scheme, compared to the fixed cutoff approach of PRINCE. The HotNet2
algorithm generated 1215 clusters which cover only 26 diseases; this
ratio was due to the behaviour of the statistical test, which in many
cases failed to find any significant size while in other cases returned
a small size, resulting in tens of subnetworks.
Next, we compared the densities of the clusters output by the different algorithms. The average density of a cluster produced by our
algorithm was 0.72, calculated aggregatively over all 638 clusters
(7697 edges versus 2984 non-edges). In comparison, the same statistic for PRINCE was 0.52, and for HotNet2 only 0.22 (likely due to
the fact that HotNet2 captures also path-like patterns). We also
compared the distributions of the individual cluster densities
induced by the three algorithms. To account for the different number of clusters produced by each method, we limited the comparison
to the top 5 clusters per disease (as HotNet2 provides no ranking, 5
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arbitrary clusters of the smallest size were selected). Further, to account for the fact that constraint 4 in the ILP has an explicit positive
effect on the density, we applied a variant that excluded it. The density values induced by our algorithm were significantly higher than
those of PRINCE (P < 3  103 , Wilcoxon rank sum test).
Expectedly, the density values were also higher than those of
HotNet2 (P < 1045 ). The results are summarized in Figure 3(a).
We further wished to test if our predicted dense clusters significantly overlap known biological complexes. To this end, we tested
the overlap of each of the predicted clusters with 2276 known biological complexes that we collected from CORUM (Ruepp et al.,
2010) and GO (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000) (GO data
from Nov 2015). Out of the 638 predicted clusters, 328 (51%) had
a statistically significant overlap with at least one complex, according to a hypergeometric test, corrected for multiple hypothesis testing using False Discovery Rate (FDR) < 0.05 (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995). In comparison, only 145 of the PRINCE clusters
(36%), and 363 of the HotNet2 clusters (30%) significantly intersected a curated complex (Fig. 3(b)).
To validate that the predicted clusters are relevant for the diseases for which they were computed, we used independent sets of
genes that we reserved for validation. We picked these validation
genes from the text-mining and experimental channels in the
DISEASES database (Pletscher-Frankild et al., 2014), which may be
of lesser quality than those we used for the priors. The intersections

(a)

Distribution of cluster densities

(b)

Overlap with known complexes
Fig. 3. Performance evaluation. (a) A comparison between the cluster density
distributions (only top 5 clusters per disease) induced by our ILP algorithm, a
relaxed variant of it without constraint 4, PRINCE and HotNet2. (b) A comparison of the percent of predicted clusters significantly overlapping a known
complex, for each of the three methods
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between the ILP predicted genes (taken together over all clusters per
disease, without the prior genes) and the validation sets for 34 out
of 105 diseases (having some validation information) were
statistically significant (FDR-corrected hypergeometric Pvalue < 0.05; Fig. 4). A similar analysis for PRINCE yielded 33 diseases with statistically significant intersections; interestingly, the
two methods captured 21 common diseases, which implies that the
methods somewhat complement each other. Finally, only two diseases in the output of HotNet2 were found significant, when considering only the 23 diseases with at least one cluster and non-empty
validation sets; of these two, one disease was not enriched by any of
the other methods (severe combined immunodeficiency), and another one was enriched by both methods (schizophrenia).
To compare the predictive power of the three algorithms for the
remaining diseases (those for which the FDR was above 0.05), we
tested whether the predicted genes were related to similar diseases.
To this end, we used the pairwise disease similarities reported by
Hoehndorf et al. (2015), which are based on phenotype identification using a text-mining approach. For each predicted gene in a disease d, we looked which of its associated diseases (extracted from
both the prior and the validation data) is most similar to d, and recorded the maximal similarity score. We computed the average score
over all the predicted genes for d and defined it as the score of d. We
compared the score distributions as induced by the three algorithms.
While the scores induced by our algorithm and by PRINCE were
comparable, the scores of our algorithm were significantly higher
than those of HotNet2, indicating that our predictions are more
relevant in their context (P < 3  103 , Wilcoxon rank sum test).

3.3 Biological case studies
After establishing the utility of our method, we applied it to carefully analyze two test cases for which we had expert knowledge.
First, we executed our framework on a set of 97 proteins associated

disease

predi corr. pcted value

Fanconi's anemia

31

X-linked disease

35

hits

BLM, C17orf70, C1orf86, SLX1B, RAD51D, ERCC1,
3.7E-13
ATM, SLX1A, FAN1 (9)
CYFIP2, CYFIP1, RAB1A, WASL, FXR1, GOLGA5,
3.9E-12
FXR2, NCK2, RAB6A, NAA50, NAA15 (11)
RPL7, RPS15, RPS16, RPL36, RPL35, RIOK2,
7.2E-12
RPS6, RPS25 (8)
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with the term ‘epilepsy syndrome’ from the Disease Ontology. This
term is the root of a hierarchy of epilepsy subtypes, classified by age
at onset, triggering factors, patterns of seizure and other criteria.
Our algorithm predicted 10 clusters, displayed in Figure 5(a). The
majority of these clusters are synaptic, consistent with the classification of epilepsy as a synaptopathy. The top ranked cluster (in red
color) contains 7 proteins (with 17 internal interactions out of 21
possible ones), out of which three are from the prior, KCNH1,
KCNQ2 and KCNQ3. Mutations in KCNQ2 and KCNQ3 have
long been known to cause benign familial neonatal seizures (BFNS)
(Biervert et al., 1998; Castaldo et al., 2002), with recent increasing
evidence also for other types of epileptic diseases (Miceli et al.,
2015; Weckhuysen et al., 2012). Proteins encoded by these genes
form potassium channels that transmit electrical signals (called Mcurrent) regulating neuronal excitability in the brain. Reduced or
altered M-current may lead to excessive excitability of neurons, resulting in seizures. Mutations in KCNH1, another member of the
voltage-gated potassium channel, have also been associated with
epilepsy (Simons et al., 2015).
Our highest scoring cluster predicts another member of this family of genes, KCNQ5, which is widely expressed throughout the
brain. The protein encoded by this gene yields currents that activate
slowly with depolarization and can form heteromeric channels with
the protein encoded by KCNQ3. It has recently been shown that
KCNQ5 has a role in dampening synaptic inhibition in the hippocampus (Fidzinski et al., 2015). In particular, mice lacking functional KCNQ5 channels displayed increased excitability of different
classes of neurons. Thus, KCNQ5 might be an interesting candidate
for further analysis in the context of epilepsy.
The predicted cluster also suggests a role for the Calmodulin
(CaM) proteins CALM1, CALM2, CALM3, which are calciumbinding messenger proteins with diverse roles in growth and cell
cycle, signal transduction and synthesis and release of

disease
hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy
maturity-onset
diabetes of the young

predic corr. pted
value

hits

33

3.6E-03

TNNI1, MYBPC2 (2)

20

3.9E-03

PCBD1, PCBD2 (2)

Diamond-Blackfan
anemia

88

schizophrenia

21

4.3E-03

SYN3, SYN1, ERBB4, NOS1AP (4)

Meckel syndrome

12

1.6E-11

INVS, CEP164, NPHP1, NPHP4, CEP76 (5)

Parkinson's disease

46

4.6E-03

BAG5, AKT1, SH3GL2, HSPA8, HSPA4 (5)

thrombophilia

12

3.8E-11

F10, SERPINF2, PLAT, THBS1, ELANE,
SERPINA5 (6)

malaria

30

4.6E-03

HBD, MYD88, TLR2 (3)

Noonan syndrome

40

4.8E-09

SRC, SHOC2, HRAS, MAP2K1, MAP2K2 (5)

obesity

20

5.0E-03

INSR, MC3R, MC5R, JAK2 (4)

retinitis pigmentosa

25

5.1E-09

ARL3, ARL2, PDE6D, BBS7, BBS2, BBS1 (6)

aortic aneurysm

28

6.0E-03

ELN, EFEMP2 (2)

37

8.3E-03

MYOZ2, PKP2 (2)

16

2.4E-02

ELP3 (1)

23

2.5E-02

TPM1 (1)

9

2.6E-02

PEX7 (1)

17

3.5E-02

INVS (1)

inherited blood
coagulation disease
renal tubular
transport disease
long QT syndrome

18

3.1E-06

PROS1, F2, F8, ADAMTS13 (4)

24

1.7E-05

STK39, NEDD4L, OXSR1, NEDD4 (4)

38

1.8E-05

KCNJ12, KCNQ2, KCNQ3, KCNQ5 (4)

38

3.4E-05

SPARC, SOST, COL3A1 (3)

5

2.4E-04

CR1, CFP (2)

breast cancer

55

RB1, MDC1, ATRX, MSH6, RAD51B, AR, PIK3R1,
5.1E-04
UBR5, ATR (9)

Zellweger syndrome

9

1.0E-03

PEX7, PEX11A (2)

osteogenesis
imperfecta
complement
deficiency

dilated
cardiomyopathy
hereditary sensory
neuropathy
nemaline myopathy
infantile refsum
disease
Bardet-Biedl
syndrome
amyloidosis

35

3.6E-02

APOA2, ALB (2)

Usher syndrome

12

3.6E-02

VEZT (1)

Alzheimer's disease

31

1.2E-03

APH1A, NCSTN, APH1B, CASP3, PSENEN,
HSPA4 (6)

glaucoma

18

4.2E-02

ELN, FBN1 (2)

Joubert syndrome

11

1.2E-03

ARL3, ARL2 (2)

lung cancer

74

4.3E-02

IRS1, TNFAIP3, PIK3CG, HRAS, MAP2K1,
NRAS (6)

Hirschsprung's
disease

22

3.0E-03

GFRA1, GFRA2 (2)

lissencephaly

5

4.8E-02

NDEL1 (1)

Fig. 4. Enrichments of predicted disease genes. This table displays the statistically significant intersections between predicted disease clustering genes (taken together, without prior genes) and the corresponding validation sets. Per enriched disease, the number of predicted genes, the corrected p-value and the intersecting genes are shown
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(a)

CALM3

DLG1

(b)

GRIN1

CACNG2

MED9
MED12

CAMK2A

GRIA1

GRIN2B
GRIK2

CALM2
GRIA2

GRIA4

MED1

DLG3
MED13L

DLG4

PBRM1

MED23

SMARCB1

ATP2B4

CALM1

SMARCA2

CDK19

GRIN2A

RASSF10

RBBP5

AGRN

DOCK7

CDK8

SMARCA4

GNAO1
EPAS1

KCNG4

MKKS

SMARCC1

PRICKLE1

IGBP1

CREBBP

KSR1

WDR5
ZNF335

NELL2

WWOX

KCNF1

KCNG3

ATN1

ARID1B

GOSR2
NAPA

DVL2

SMARCE1

SMARCC2
PAGR1

BRAF
MAP2K2

USO1

HCN2
KCNH1

SNAP25

CCT3

KDM6A

IQGAP1

BBS9

ARID1A

KCNQ2

SMC1A

CALM1

HCN4

GRIN1

EED

DPF2

MLL2

KLF1

ASH2L

BBS12

BBIP1

DLG4

HDAC5

IL16

CCT4

GATA1

ARID2

RAF1

STX5

WDR5B

NCOA6

BCL7C

KCNB1

CALM3
HCN3

CCT2

TCP1
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Fig. 5. Predicted disease clusters for epilepsy and intellectual disability. These figures show the top ten ranked clusters predicted to play a role in (a) epilepsy and
(b) intellectual disability. In each subfigure, different clusters are shown in distinct colors; the highest scoring cluster is colored red. Diamond nodes indicate
genes from the prior. Three levels of edge thickness denote increasing ranges of interaction likelihood scores. Solid versus dashed edges denote intra-cluster versus inter-cluster interactions, respectively

neurotransmitters. Recently, it has been shown by Ambrosino et al.
(2015) that KCNQ2 BNFS-causing mutations express alterations in
CaM binding and that in some cases CaM overexpression restored
normal function of the KCNQ2/KCNQ3-induced channels. Our
prediction thus supports these results by highlighting the importance
of the interactions between KCNQ2 and the CaM proteins.
As a second biological case study, we applied our algorithm to
predict protein complexes related to intellectual disability, a developmental disorder characterized by significant limitations in intellectual functioning and in practical, communicational and social
skills. The corresponding DO term was associated with 234 prior
genes. Our algorithm predicted 10 clusters, displayed in Figure 5(b).
The top scoring cluster, which contains 17 proteins and 96 interactions, includes 11 members of the chromatin remodeling BAF
complex (6 of them from the prior). This complex is responsible for
DNA packaging and is thus regarded as a ‘program activation’ complex, making series of genes available for transcription. Mutations
in chromatin regulators are widely associated with human mental
disorders, such as intellectual disability, Coffin-Siris syndrome and
Autism (Ronan et al., 2013). Another predicted chromatin regulator, CREBBP, is associated with Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome, whose
phenotypes include moderate to severe learning difficulties.
Our top cluster also contains the KLF1 protein, which is known
as a transcription regulator of erythrocyte development. Mutations
of KLF1 are associated with dyserythropoietic anemia, a rare blood
disorder characterized by ineffective erythropoiesis. Recently, Natiq
et al. (2014) have reported on a patient with severe developmental
delay, in which they observed chromosomal microdeletion containing (among others) the KLF1 gene. The exact impact of KLF1 on intellectual disability could thus be a subject for further analysis.
Finally, the EPAS1 gene is a hypoxia-inducible transcription factor activated at low oxygen levels. As hypoxia during birth is one of
the reasons for intellectual disability, this prediction may highlight a
different aspect of the disease and could be a candidate for further
investigation.

4 Conclusions
We presented a network-based framework for discovering disease
related protein complexes. We conducted several large-scale validations to show that the predicted clusters are densely interacting and

significantly overlap known complexes and disease proteins. We
also presented an expert analysis for two diseases, suggesting candidate proteins for further examination.
Currently, our approach does not take into account differences
in the confidence of prior disease genes, nor other relevant information such as their association to diseases with similar phenotypes,
expression patterns in the relevant tissues and mutation studies in
model organisms. We believe that such data integration will allow
predictions with higher coverage and accuracy.
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